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From the Director’s Desk 
 
The 105th Basic Officer Training Class celebrated their graduation last night at Kings 
Point Merchant Marine Academy. Approximately 100 officers, professors, family and 
friends were in attendance.  Vice Admiral Lautenbacher, USN (Ret.) was the keynote 
speaker and delivered a very inspiring message to the 15 graduates emphasizing their 
important role in NOAA.  The 15 officers will be joining their perspective ships to begin 
their initial sea assignment.  Congratulations to BOTC 105; your hard work and 
dedication over the last 14 weeks will serve you well during the next two years. 
 
For those officers in the Washington, DC area, there is still time to sign up! The annual 
NOAA Night at Camden Yards will take place on Friday, June 25, 2004.  Come see the 
Orioles take on the Atlanta Braves.  The game tickets and bus transportation to and from 
Baltimore are being offered only as a package for $33 each (same as last year).  Game 
seats are in Sections 85 & 87– the outfield, near the bullpen. Even though we have added 
a second bus to this popular event, we are still limited to a number of specially priced 
tickets and bus seats.  You must act fast!  As in the past, ticket holders will meet at the 
"Hand" fountain in front of SSMC 3 at 4:30 p.m.  The bus will depart promptly at 5:00 
p.m. and should return to Silver Spring by 11:30 p.m. depending on whether the game 
goes extra innings.  Email reminders will be sent prior to the event. Please contact Cheryl 
Oliver 301-713-3125 x106 or e-mail cheryl.oliver@noaa.gov by Wednesday, June 9th 
with the number of tickets you plan to purchase. Payment must be made no later than 
June 14th. 
 
 
Commander Jonathan W. Bailey, NOAA 
Director, Commissioned Personnel Center 
 
 
CPC Sources of Assistance 
 
Assignments                              LCDR Ray Slagle 
Awards                                      Greg Raymond 
Career Counseling                    CDR Jon Bailey 
Courses for Promotion              LTJG Tom Peltzer 
Decedent Affairs                       Katherine Raymond 
DEERS/ID Cards                      Neavaly Edoja 
Directives                                  LCDR Ray Slagle 
EEO                                          Katherine Raymond 
Medical Issues                          Neavaly Edoja 
Officer Training Center             LTJG Tom Peltzer 



Payroll                                       Carol Holley / J. Thompson 
PCS Travel                               Greg Raymond 
Personnel Files                          Cindy Thorpe 
Promotions                                Katherine Raymond 
PUT                                          LTJG Tom Peltzer 
Recruiting                                  LT Anne Lynch 
Retirement                                 Neavaly Edoja 
Transportation                           Greg Raymond 
  
 
CPC RefTra 
 
Permanent Change of Station (PCS) Unaccompanied Baggage shipments: 
 
Unaccompanied Baggage is the part of a NOAA Corps Officers’ prescribed weight 
allowance of Household Goods (HHG) that:  
 
1. is not carried free on a ticket used for personal travel, 
 
2. ordinarily is transported separately from the major bulk of HHG, and 
 
3. usually is transported by an expedited mode because it’s needed immediately or soon 
after arrival at destination for interim housekeeping pending arrival of the major portion 
of HHG. 
 
NOTE 1: Unaccompanied baggage in connection with PCS travel may consist of personal 
clothing and equipment, essential pots, pans, and light housekeeping items; collapsible 
items such as cribs, playpens, and baby carriages; and other articles required for the care 
of dependents. Items such as refrigerators, washing machines, and other major appliances 
or furniture must not be included in unaccompanied baggage. 
 
NOTE 2: In connection with an extended Temporary Duty (TDY) assignment, 
unaccompanied baggage is limited to the necessary personal clothing and effects for the 
individual and equipment directly related to the assignment. 
 
PROFESSIONAL BOOKS, PAPERS, AND EQUIPMENT (PBP&E). (Also called 
PRO or PRO-Gear.) 
 
Articles of HHG in a member's possession needed for the performance of official duties 
at the next or a later destination. Examples include: 
 
A. reference material; 
 
B. instruments, tools, and equipment peculiar to technicians, mechanics, and members of 
the professions; 
 



C. specialized clothing such as diving suits, flying suits and helmets,and other specialized 
apparel not normal or usual uniform or clothing; 
 
D. individually owned or specially issued field clothing and equipment; 
 
E. an official award given to a member by a Service (or a component thereof) for service 
performed by the member in the member's capacity or by a professional 
society/organization/U.S. or foreign Government for significant contributions in 
connection with official duties; and 
 
F. personal computers and accompanying equipment used for official Government 
business (i.e., CPU, monitor, keyboard, mouse, 1 printer, 1 set of small computer 
speakers). 
 
NOTE: Excluded from PBP&E are sports equipment, office, household, or shop fixtures 
or furniture (such as bookcases, study/computer desks, file cabinets, and racks) of any 
kind even though used in connection with the PBP&E. 
 
NOTE: PBP&E that are needed are not calculated in the member’s weight allowance and 
therefore must be weighed separately and identified on the inventory at origin as PBP&E. 
 
Permanent Change of Station (PCS) Reminder: 
 
Upon completion of your PCS move, you must submit a travel voucher within 5 days to 
the Commissioned Personnel Center. 
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